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An Extension to Schneider's General Paradigm for Fault-tolerant Clock Synchronization 1992 1919 28 cumulation includes material previously issued in the 1919 20
1935 36 issues and also material not published separately for 1927 28 1929 39 cumulation includes material previously issued in the 1929 30 1935 36 issues and also
material for 1937 39 not published separately
Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent and Trademark Office 1976 includes university catalogues president s report financial report etc
Official Register 1881 the book focuses on advanced computer algebra methods and special functions that have striking applications in the context of quantum field
theory it presents the state of the art and new methods for infinite multiple sums multiple integrals in particular feynman integrals difference and differential
equations in the format of survey articles the presented techniques emerge from interdisciplinary fields mathematics computer science and theoretical physics the
articles are written by mathematicians and physicists with the goal that both groups can learn from the other field including most recent developments besides that
the collection of articles also serves as an up to date handbook of available algorithms software that are commonly used or might be useful in the fields of
mathematics physics or other sciences
Bibliography of North American Geology 1966 a groundbreaking contribution to number theory that unifies classical and modern results this book develops a new
theory of p adic modular forms on modular curves extending katz s classical theory to the supersingular locus the main novelty is to move to infinite level and extend
coefficients to period sheaves coming from relative p adic hodge theory this makes it possible to trivialize the hodge bundle on the infinite level modular curve by a
canonical differential that restricts to the katz canonical differential on the ordinary igusa tower daniel kriz defines generalized p adic modular forms as sections of
relative period sheaves transforming under the galois group of the modular curve by weight characters he introduces the fundamental de rham period measuring the
position of the hodge filtration in relative de rham cohomology this period can be viewed as a counterpart to scholze s hodge tate period and the two periods satisfy a
legendre type relation using these periods kriz constructs splittings of the hodge filtration on the infinite level modular curve defining p adic maass shimura operators
that act on generalized p adic modular forms as weight raising operators through analysis of the p adic properties of these maass shimura operators he constructs
new p adic l functions interpolating central critical rankin selberg l values giving analogues of the p adic l functions of katz bertolini darmon prasanna and liu zhang
zhang for imaginary quadratic fields in which p is inert or ramified these p adic l functions yield new p adic waldspurger formulas at special values
House documents 1894 the second edition of avian immunology provides an up to date overview of the current knowledge of avian immunology from the ontogeny of
the avian immune system to practical application in vaccinology the book encompasses all aspects of innate and adaptive immunity in chickens in addition chapters
are devoted to the immunology of other commercially important species such as turkeys and ducks and to ecoimmunology summarizing the knowledge of immune
responses in free living birds often in relation to reproductive success the book contains a detailed description of the avian innate immune system encompassing the
mucosal enteric respiratory and reproductive systems the diseases and disorders it covers include immunodepressive diseases and immune evasion autoimmune
diseases and tumors of the immune system practical aspects of vaccination are examined as well extensive appendices summarize resources for scientists including
cell lines inbred chicken lines cytokines chemokines and monoclonal antibodies the world wide importance of poultry protein for the human diet as well as the threat
of avian influenza pandemics like h5n1 and heavy reliance on vaccination to protect commercial flocks makes this book a vital resource this book provides crucial
information not only for poultry health professionals and avian biologists but also for comparative and veterinary immunologists graduate students and veterinary
students with an interest in avian immunology with contributions from 33 of the foremost international experts in the field this book provides the most up to date
review of avian immunology so far contains a detailed description of the avian innate immune system reviewing constitutive barriers chemical and cellular responses
it includes a comprehensive review of avian toll like receptors contains a wide ranging review of the ecoimmunology of free living avian species as applied to studies
of population dynamics and reviews methods and resources available for carrying out such research
The Johns Hopkins University Circular 1895 social networks have emerged as a major trend in computing and social paradigms in the past few years the social
network model helps to inform the study of community behavior allowing qualitative and quantitative assessments of how people communicate and the rules that
govern communication social networking and community behavior modeling qualitative and quantitative measures provides a clear and consolidated view of current
social network models this work explores new methods for modeling characterizing and constructing social networks chapters contained in this book study critical
security issues confronting social networking the emergence of new mobile social networking devices and applications network robustness and how social networks



impact the business aspects of organizations
Manchester Directory and Advertiser Embracing the Names of the Citizens, a Business Directory and an Almanac & Memorandum 1882 this book provides
fundamental knowledge in the fields of attosecond science and free electron lasers based on the insight that the further development of both disciplines can greatly
benefit from mutual exposure and interaction between the two communities with respect to the interaction of high intensity lasers with matter it covers ultrafast
lasers high harmonic generation attosecond pulse generation and characterization other chapters review strong field physics free electron lasers and experimental
instrumentation written in an easy accessible style the book is aimed at graduate and postgraduate students so as to support the scientific training of early stage
researchers in this emerging field special emphasis is placed on the practical approach of building experiments allowing young researchers to develop a wide range of
scientific skills in order to accelerate the development of spectroscopic techniques and their implementation in scientific experiments the editors are managers of a
research network devoted to the education of young scientists and this book idea is based on a summer school organized by the attofel network
Computer Algebra in Quantum Field Theory 2013-10-05 the northern italian padanian identity fostered by the lega nord is rooted in the long standing tradition in
political and scholarly discourse of casting regional differences within italy in terms of a north south geographic divide trying to come to terms in the late 1980s and
1990s with italy s real or presumed inadequacies such as inefficient government corruption and organized crime this imagined geography acquired political centrality
in that the north became associated with the virtues of modernity and the south with the vices of un modernity it was not only politicians but also social scientists who
fostered and perpetuated this conceptualization of the north south divide thus imposing a normative hierarchy between the two parts of the country in response to
this discourse many scholars both in italy and abroad have started to question this perception of the south as a backward and implicitly inferior society starting from
this critical tradition michel huysseune provides a new systematic and interdisciplinary approach that re interprets the premises behind italy s imagined geography of
modernity he moves beyond an understanding of the south as a backward and implicitly inferior society and problematizes normative notions of modernity thus
offering a new perspective on the north south divide which has a significance well beyond the case of italy
Supersingular p-adic L-functions, Maass-Shimura Operators and Waldspurger Formulas 2021-11-09 this book constitutes the proceedings of the 14th international
conference on information systems engineering wise 2013 held in nanjing china in october 2013 the 48 full papers 29 short papers and 10 demo and 5 challenge
papers presented in the two volume proceedings lncs 8180 and 8181 were carefully reviewed and selected from 198 submissions they are organized in topical
sections named mining recommendation services data engineering and database semi structured data and modeling data integration and hidden challenge social
information extraction and multilingual management networks graphs and based business processes event processing monitoring and management and innovative
techniques and creations
The Commissioners of Patents' Journal 1877 this handbook provides an overview of the use of deep brain stimulation dbs for the treatment of movement disorders as
well as an introduction to the developing area of dbs for the management of psychiatric disease
Public Health Service Grants and Awards by the National Institutes of Health 1965 s n eisenstadt is well known for his wide ranging investigations of modernization
social stratification revolution comparative civilization and political development this collection of twelve major theoretical essays spans more than forty years of
research to explore systematically the bases of human action and society framed by a new introduction and an extensive epilogue which are themselves important
statements about processes of institutional formations and cultural creativity the essays trace the major developments of contemporary sociological theory and
analysis examining themes of trust and solidarity among immigrants youth groups and generations and in friendships kinships and patron client relationships
eisenstadt explores larger questions of social structure and agency conflict and change and the reconstitution of the social order he looks also at political and religious
systems paying particular attention to great historical empires and the major civilizations united by what they reveal about three major dimensions of social life power
trust and meaning these essays offer a vision of culture as both a preserving and a transforming aspect of social life thus providing a new perspective on the relations
between culture and social structure
Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry 1890 poetry has long been thought of as a genre devoted to grand subjects timeless themes and sublime beauty why then
have contemporary poets turned with such intensity to documenting and capturing the everyday and mundane drawing on insights about the nature of everyday life
from philosophy history and critical theory andrew epstein traces the modern history of this preoccupation and considers why it is so much with us today attention



equals life argues that a potent hunger for everyday life explodes in the post 1945 period as a reaction to the rapid unsettling transformations of this epoch which
have resulted in a culture of perilous distraction epstein demonstrates that poetry is an important and perhaps unlikely cultural form that has mounted a response and
even a mode of resistance to a culture suffering from an acute crisis of attention in this timely and engaging study epstein examines why a compulsion to represent
the everyday becomes predominant in the decades after modernism and why it has so often sparked genre bending formal experimentation with chapters devoted to
illuminating readings of a diverse group of writers including poets associated with influential movements like the new york school language poetry and conceptual
writing the book considers the variety of forms contemporary poetry of everyday life has taken and analyzes how gender race and political forces all profoundly inflect
the experience and the representation of the quotidian by exploring the rise of experimental realism as a poetic mode and the turn to rule governed everyday life
projects attention equals life offers a new way of understanding a vital strain at the heart of twentieth and twenty first century literature it not only charts the
evolution of a significant concept in cultural theory and poetry but also reminds readers that the quest to pay attention to the everyday within today s frenetic world of
smartphones and social media is an urgent and unending task
Avian Immunology 2012-12-02 history remembers wellington s defeat of napoleon but has forgotten the role of field marshal radetzky in the battles which led to
napoleon s abdication and first exile in 1814 as chief of staff to the allied coalition of 1813 14 radetzky determined the shape of the most decisive campaigns of the
napoleonic wars by creating the strategy that defeated the corsican in germany and then france neither russia nor prussia had been able to overcome napoleon in
battle and it took the brilliant diplomacy of metternich and the military genius of radetzky to ensure victory over the emperor in short the austrian contribution
decisively tipped the balance against napoleon a fact which has always been overlooked by historians it was radetzky too at the age of eighty two who defeated the
italians in 1848 and 1849 and thus saved europe once again from the prospect of international war and revolution the wars radetzky fought and won throughout his
extensive military career were of the greatest possible significance in european history yet today he is almost forgotten remembered only in the music of the radetzky
march dedicated to him by johann strauss the elder in this the first biography of radetzky to be published in english alan sked paints a vivid picture of an exceptional
yet neglected commander of genius in a book which will be fascinating reading for enthusiasts of military and modern european history
Dark Matter in Astroparticle and Particle Physics 2008 this book comprehensively describes essential research and projects on climate change and biodiversity
moreover it includes contributions on how to promote the climate agenda and biodiversity conservation at the local level climate change as a whole and global
warming in particular are known to have a negative impact on biodiversity in three main ways firstly increases in temperatures are detrimental to a number of
organisms especially those in sensitive habitats such as coral reefs and rainforests secondly the pressures posed by a changing climate may lead to sets of responses
in areas as varied as phenology range and physiology of living organisms often leading to changes in their lifecycles especially but not only in reproduction losses in
productivity or even death in some cases the very survival of very sensitive species may be endangered thirdly the impacts of climate change on biodiversity will be
felt in the short term with regard to some species and ecosystems but also in the medium and long term in many biomes indeed if left unchecked some of these
impacts may be irreversible many individual governments financial institutes and international donors are currently spending billions of dollars on projects addressing
climate change and biodiversity but with little coordination quite often the emphasis is on adaptation efforts with little emphasis on the connections between physio
ecological changes and the lifecycles and metabolisms of fauna and flora or the influence of poor governance on biodiversity as such there is a recognized need to not
only better understand the impacts of climate change on biodiversity but to also identify test and implement measures aimed at managing the many risks that climate
change poses to fauna flora and micro organisms in particular the question of how to restore and protect ecosystems from the impact of climate change also has to be
urgently addressed this book was written to address this need the respective papers explore matters related to the use of an ecosystem based approach to increase
local adaptation capacity consider the significance of a protected areas network in preserving biodiversity in a changing northern european climate and assess the
impacts of climate change on specific species including wild terrestrial animals the book also presents a variety of case studies such as the yellowstone to yukon
conservation initiative the effects of climate change on the biodiversity of aleppo pine forest in senalba algeria climate change and biodiversity response in the niger
delta region and the effects of forest fires on the biodiversity and the soil characteristics of tropical peatlands in indonesia this is a truly interdisciplinary publication
and will benefit all scholars social movements practitioners and members of governmental agencies engaged in research and or executing projects on climate change
and biodiversity around the world



U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Register 2002-06-18 this book addresses the gap between innovative
technologies and their adoption it showcases research feasibility studies and projects that demonstrate a variety of ways to implement environmental sustainability in
globally operating firms as well as best practices in areas such as international management adoption of cleaner technologies global supply chains greenhouse gas
emission reduction and transportation the book provides state of the art information on issues including global sustainable management practices global sustainable
food and agricultural markets global responsible mining and energy global sustainable sourcing global sustainable transportation global conservation innovations and
investments presenting expert contributions from industry government and academia discussing a variety of themes and perspectives on the topic international
business as a positive force of environmental sustainability it is a vital resource for stakeholders in the international business community
Annual reports in computational chemistry. 2 2005 includes section recent book acquisitions varies recent united states publications formerly published separately by
the u s army medical library
Attosecond and XUV Physics 2013-11-13 this book introduces readers to the molecules involved in apoptosis and genomal integrity and considers the gain or loss of
the functions that lead to cancer
Cumulated Index Medicus 1968 new study of the christian topography a sixth century illustrated treatise and its intellectual milieu
Modernity and Secession 2006-08-01 visualization in medicine is the first book on visualization and its application to problems in medical diagnosis education and
treatment the book describes the algorithms the applications and their validation how reliable are the results and the clinical evaluation of the applications are the
techniques useful it discusses visualization techniques from research literature as well as the compromises required to solve practical clinical problems the book
covers image acquisition image analysis and interaction techniques designed to explore and analyze the data the final chapter shows how visualization is used for
planning liver surgery one of the most demanding surgical disciplines the book is based on several years of the authors teaching and research experience both
authors have initiated and lead a variety of interdisciplinary projects involving computer scientists and medical doctors primarily radiologists and surgeons a core field
of visualization and graphics missing a dedicated book until now written by pioneers in the field and illustrated in full color covers theory as well as practice
Abridged Index Medicus 1994 the topic of sexual harassment is a real threat to society in spite of its downplaying by a large segment of society including the 42nd
president of the united states this book presents analyses designed to help shed light on it and a bibliography sorted for ease of use
Web Information Systems Engineering -- WISE 2013 2013-10-07 a comprehensive source that demonstrates how 21st century christianity can interrelate with current
educational trends and aspirations the wiley handbook of christianity and education provides a resource for students and scholars interested in the most important
issues trends and developments in the relationship between christianity and education it offers a historical understanding of these two intertwined subjects with a
view to creating a context for the myriad issues that characterize and challenge the relationship between christianity and education today presented in three parts the
book starts with thought provoking essays covering major issues in christian education such as the movement away from god in american education the christian
paradigm based on love and character vs academic industrial models of american education why religion is good for society offenders and prisons the resurgence of
vocational exploration and its integrative potential for higher education and more it then looks at christianity and education around the globe faith based schooling in
a pluralistic democracy religious expectations in the latino home church based and community centered higher education etc the third part examines how humanity is
determining the relationship between christianity and education with chapters covering the use of christian paradigm of living and learning enrollment student
demographic and capacity trends in christian schools after the introduction of private schools empirical studies on the perceptions of intellectual diversity at elite
universities in the us and more provides the breadth and depth of knowledge necessary to gain a sophisticated and nuanced understanding of the complex
relationship between christianity and education and its place in contemporary society a long overdue assessment of the subject one that takes into account the
enormous changes in christian education presents a global consideration of the subject examines christian education across elementary secondary and post
secondary levels the wiley handbook of christianity and education will be of great interest to christian educators in the academic world the teaching profession the
ministry and the college and graduate level student body
Deep Brain Stimulation 2009-03-05 nanostructure semiconductor optical amplifiers reviews all optical processing methods currently available and presents
semiconductor optical amplifiers soas as a new building block for this purpose the authors discuss the overcomes of high frequency operation of soas and propose a



new all optical pumping method for the implementation of semiconductor optical amplifiers
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